
 

 

User INFO „KEPS-FX8000“ TEXTILAUFKLEBER 
 

 

The KEPS-FX8000-Stickers are made from 100% Polyester material, contour following, 

rip-resistant and will stick to any surface. 
 

Therefore they are quickly affixed to T-Shirts, Polo-Shirts, Pullovers, Anoraks, Racing Suits, Helmets, 

Saccos and Caps - or any spot where an advertising message or logo needs to be seen. 
 

When sponsored medal winning athletes are invited for either pre-or after event TV interviews, it is 

extremely important to be able to cease a quick logo promotion opportunity. Maximum allowed logo 

display surface during these interviews is 50cm x 50cm.  
 

The KEPS-FX8000-Stickers meet these demands and stay solidly in place. However, when only 

temporary use is foreseen, they are also very easy to detach, without damaging any fabric or leaving 

residue stains. 
 

The KEPS-FX8000-Stickers can also be affixed for longer use, either through being sewn on, or ironed on 

(with the iron heat not exceeding 160 degree C. and a duration of approximately 15 seconds). 
 

Permanently attaching from the KEPS-FX8000-Stickers with just regular ironing on, is not feasible. In 

any event, prior to ironing on, it is necessary to ascertain the degree of heat tolerance of the material, 

onto which the KEPS-FX8000-Stickers is to be attached. 
 

The KEPS-FX8000-Stickers attached to garments are safe up to 30 degrees C in the wash and dry cycle. 
 

Please note that when ironing garments with affixed the KEPS-FX8000-Stickers, it is important that the 

KEPS-FX8000-Stickers be ironed only from left to right, and that any logos be covered with paper so as 

to avoid discolouration of the logos. 
 

The KEPS-FX8000-Stickers are die cut to standard formats. In case a non-standard format is requested, 

a special die will have to be made and charged for. Due to the nature of the fabric material used, it is 

not possible to produce various formats with the same die. 
 

Prices for standard die cut formats and non-standard die cut formats upon request. 
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